
Writing Tips #3
The Plague of the 5-Paragraph Form
Some of you may be familiar with the 5-paragraph form.  The typical way it is taught goes 
something like this:  

1) Write a paragraph that introduces your reader to the subject, and place your thesis in the last 
line of that paragraph. The thesis must contain three specific points which will be addressed in 
the following paragraphs.

2) Write a paragraph that addresses the first point of your thesis.
3) Write a paragraph that addresses the second point of your thesis.
4) Write a paragraph that addresses the third point of your thesis.
5) Write a conclusion that summarizes the previous paragraphs, and restate your thesis in a 

different way.

While this form is useful to introduce the idea of cohesive writing, it has absolutely no place in 
college writing of any substance.  In fact, this form has no tangible advice to give respective to 
research, structure, or thoughtful organization.  If you look closely, it doesn’t even teach the 
number 5; it teaches the number 3!  Think about it.  Essentially, you are told an essay has an 
introduction, body, and conclusion--3 parts.  The thesis has three points--3 again.  The body has 
three paragraphs--3 one more time.  

Another problem that presents itself is that of a applying this model to long papers.  For a short 
assignment--let’s say 5 pages--many students think, “Ok, that’s one paragraph per page.”  Then, 
they write accordingly.  While that may work, it already seems stilted and goofy.  What about a 
ten page paper?  One paragraph for every two pages--is that the way it should go? No?  Oh, you 
were probably told that you simply increase the body paragraphs.  That’s fine, but what about the 
rule with the thesis? Remember that one?  The body paragraphs correspond with the points of the 
thesis.  If you have one point per page, reserving the first and last for intro and conclusion, then 
you would have eight points to deal with.  That would make for an awful and awkward thesis 
statement.  Then, think about a 20 or 30 page paper.  You should see that the 5-paragraph form 
has no real value for college-level writing.

Just to be clear: I am not a fan of the 5-paragraph form.



Thesis Statements
This is usually a subject that gives most students a little trouble.  However, it is really a very 
simple concept to grasp.  The thesis is the main point of the essay, and that point must be 
arguable.  Consult CT for ideas about “opinions of judgment” for more on arguable theses (just 
as a note, “theses” is the plural form).  Creating a thesis should not be a hard task.   Let’s take a 
look at how to go about it.

Proposition 19 was on the ballot in November of 2010.  That was the one about legalizing 
marijuana.  It did not pass.  However, up to the election, there were many arguments made in 
favor and against the proposition.  The baseline thesis for either side looked like this:

Pro: Marijuana should be legalized.
Con: Marijuana should not be legalized.

Both of those are thesis statements, and both sides had extensive arguments supporting their 
claims.  You may be looking at those statements above and wondering whether something so 
simple is a thesis.  Yes! But what about the three points?  (And that goes back to 5-paragraph 
thinking.)  A “thesis” that reflects 5-paragraph thought might look like this:

Pro: Marijuana should be legalized because the state can tax sales of it, regulate its use, and 
reduce costs associated with its current criminal status.

Con: Marijuana should not be legalized because it is carcinogenic, a gateway drug, and crime is 
inexorably linked to its use.

Those may look more like the “thesis” statements you are used to seeing.  However, let me give 
you a brief lesson in grammar to unravel why it is unnecessary to construct them this way.  An 
independent clause contains both a subject and verb, and it represents a complete thought.  It can 
also stand alone as a complete sentence, a statement.  A dependent clause (or subordinate clause) 
contains a subject and verb, too; however, it cannot stand alone as a sentence.  There is a word or 
phrase that makes the rest of the clause dependent (be subordinate to) the independent clause.  
The word “because” is a word that often creates dependent clauses.  Look above.  Notice where 
“because” is.  Everything from that word on is dependent on the entire clause before it.  We can 
stick a period after “legalized” in either “thesis”; however, the clause that follows cannot stand 
by itself.  Therefore, the only statement that exists with any kind of power to stand by itself is the 
simple independent clause(s) with which we began the exercise.  

It really is that simple.  Don’t complicate your life when life itself loves to give you enough 
complications.  The points that follow the independent clause(s) above are reasons for the 
position of the thesis in the first place.  The function of the paper is to explain, develop, and 
support your thesis, walking readers carefully through reasons and your reasoning about them.  
You should have plenty of reasons for any position taken, but you don’t need to clutter a simple 
thesis with all of those thoughts.  That’s what the rest of the paper is for.


